
2019 – MAY - A Look Ahead



What is the 
Monthly New Moon Energy 

for MAY 2019?
And What Does It Mean?



Sun in Taurus
April 20th – May 20th, 2019

Your identity, purpose, and self-expression is 
determined by how you are Being Resourceful.

A Good Time For: Focusing Your Talents - Expressing “Productivity”.

• Stabilizing Material Security empowering your leadership.
• Practical Spending/Speculations fulfilling promises to self.
• Sensual Love ‘experiencing’ physical, patient, enduring satisfaction
• Persistent Will to ‘BE’ valued and appreciated. 

• Purposeful Unions with attitudes of self-acquired wealth in mind.
• Creation, Artistry, Foods, Entertainment for comfort, aesthetics, beauty. 
• Loyalty. Trustworthy performance.

Possible Difficulties: 
• Too Materialistic or Possessive • Overly Self-Indulgent or Stubborn 



New Moon in Taurus 
May 4, 2019 – 14° Taurus

A new doorway opens, and/or an impact presents itself leading 
to a new beginning of something yet to born:

• Offers fulfillment to ‘unconscious emotions, feelings and 
needs for security’ through deliberate financial relations.

• Industrious toward giving birth to new ‘stable’ environment.

• May address past habit patterns: ‘artistically’ vs ‘fixed in ways’ 

Fulfillment:

• Security is found in loyalty - ‘material’ form, 
‘dependable’ structures, cautious, sensual expression.

• May be dealing with: appreciation, earning capacity, 
attraction, partnerships, fertility, food, possessions,
money, loans, jewelry, entertainment, celebrations.

Emergence.
New experiences will be initiated 
in your life, encouraging you to stabilize your 
material security, through self-acquired wealth 
and productivity.
You may spontaneously feel a ‘need’ to plunge into 
new opportunities that present themselves to you. 



New Moon in Aries 
May 4th, 2019 – 14° Taurus (6:46 pm)

New experiences initiated encouraging you to stabilize 
your material security, through self-acquired wealth, loyalty, 
love or productivity with committed partnerships. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Changes in agreements or partners bringing in new or releasing 
old, to suit ‘limited budgets’ and desired ’actions’ to suit partner.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Unexpected growth, public goals or action on commitments from 
the past, test your authority with communication responsibilities.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Loss of ‘controlled power’ within communications, commerce or 
local travel – within private life, the home, or base operation.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Stress–mastery within community or new groups put on hold due 
to unpredictable daily needs or promotion of partners’ agenda.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Peers may require you attention, due to limited information, facts, 
details. You may not understand the magnitude of daily 
obligations – or have the capacity or expertise required.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• New social relations challenge ability to pursue personal goals 
this month. Personal empowerment adjustments are required. 
Take action to let go of co-dependent relationships
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Personal reorientation – changing daily practice of jumping to 
other’s requests, self-sabotaging actions to be ‘valued’ by others
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Build mastery of personal leadership - involving public service to 
others - get back in control of own authority and hearts desire –
strengthen emotional and philosophical security, based upon 
familial and personal happiness.

15° Capricorn
Solar Eclipse
Jan 5, 2019

0° Leo
Lunar Eclipse
Jan 21, 2019



First Quarter Moon in Leo 
May 11, 2019 – 21° Leo – square SU 21° Taurus

After an unconscious desire for a ‘valued’ relationship was 
initiated The ‘need’ is secured and growth begins, by tearing 
down old structures and beginning to build new ones.

• Protecting professional reputation via your creative self-
expression, speculation, investments, hobbies. Could 
involve your loved ones, children or visionary projects. 

• Appreciation for, loyalty to, or remembrance of the past.
• A focus on giving and receiving in career, generosity, 

honorable leadership and/or dramatic performance .

Fulfillment
• Security is found through 

self-expression.
• In a nurturing, feeling or an 

fun-loving way
• Stabilizing self-

actualization and soul 
action opportunities

• Dignified, courageous and 
protective loving instincts 
to a situation

• Entertainment/relaxation.

Challenges
• Prideful, selfish or 

stubborn behavior
• Arrogant or patronizing 

emotional outbursts.
• Over emotional, ‘childish.’
• Over-protective of loved 

ones; possessive.
• Doubts own creative 

abilities; afraid to let go of 
the past.

Action.
To a situation that started on 
May 4th, 2019 – New Moon- (14° Taurus) 

Empowerment through a challenge or crisis. Taking 
action to channel and resolve the building blocks 
that stand in your way, to accomplish your mission. 

USA 
10th House:



Illumination.
To a situation that started on 
May 4th, 2019 – New Moon- (14° Taurus) 

Powerful personal fulfillment or ‘cold’ opposition from 
others; stabilizing emotional and psychological security 
with ’self’, through deep involvements and/or intense 
transformations involving other people’s resources. 

Full Moon in Scorpio
May 18, 2019 – 27° Scorpio – oppose SU 27° Taurus

US 1st House – oppose 7th House 

As the moon increases in light, 
an understanding culminates at the Full Moon.

Full conscious awareness comes to light 
ie: the enlightenment of a ‘previous unconscious’ 
situation (possibly through an opposition). 

Fulfillment
• Security is found through 

emotional intimacy.
• Probing, mysterious, or 

intuitive actions.
• Regenerating healing or 

giving birth to a new life.
• Magnetic, powerful 

relationships. 
• Complex research.

Opposition
• Power-hungry, 

destructive or violent 
feedback involving 
other’s resources.

• Obsessive, possessive 
or extremist behavior.

• Jealous or cruelty
• Secretive or deceptive
• Overwhelming paranoia



A Blue Moon happens about once 
every 2.5 years 
and because the event marks the first full moon of May, it will 
also be a Flower Moon.

What Is a Blue Moon?
• The term blue moon is reserved for an additional full 

moon that appears within a certain window of time.
• There are two types of blue moons: 

1) A monthly blue moon is the second full moon that 
• occurs in a single calendar month. 

2) A seasonal blue moon* describes the third moon in a 
season that has four full moons. Each season—winter, 
spring, summer, and fall—typically sees three full moons, and in the 
rare event there are four, the third is singled out as the anomaly. 

* It's based on natural equinoxes and solstices rather than 
the Gregorian calendar.

Blue Moon in Scorpio
May 18, 2019 – 27° Scorpio – oppose SU 27° Taurus

Some years have 13 Full Moons, which makes one of 
them a Blue Moon, as it doesn't quite fit in with the 
traditional Full Moon naming system. 

As the first full moon of May, it will also be a Flower Moon
Other names for May's brightest Moon phase are Corn 
Planting Moon, Mother's Moon, and Milk Moon.



Last Quarter Moon - Pisces 
May 26, 2019 – 5° Pisces (12:34 pm) – square SU 5° Gemini

Reorientation.
To a situation that started 
on May 4th, 2019 – New Moon- (14° Taurus) 

Crisis in consciousness, turning away old accomplishments 
and following NEW inspirations and ideals.
The Harvest of what was initiated from YOUR Partnerships.
Public acceptance of creative mastery/expertise  --
but was it at the expense of your own goals and dreams.

Fulfillment
• Security is found through 

emotional intimacy.
• Adapting to emotional and 

soul learning opportunities
• Imaginative. romantic, 

artistic, or spiritual ideals
• Compassion and healing

Opposition
• Could involve sacrifice, 

martyrdom or to ‘loose’ 
self-autonomy for others

• Acting on desire to escape
or retreat from reality

• Confronting unrealistic, 
cloudy, secretive or self-
destructive beliefs. 

• Procrastination.

(USA – 4th House)
A need to resolve or release
blocks in the relationship,
leads to development of 
maturity in personal 
character:

• Addressing loss - of taking 
responsibility for partners lack of 
resources requiring YOUR performance of daily services. 

• Letting go of unconscious attachment to others approval, values, 
resources, love – and/or income/intimacy tied to it.

• Cultivating reformed IDEALS from PERSONAL SACRIFICE to 
PERSONAL HAPPINESS – by removing ‘controls of partners 
smothering routine’. Regenerate core ability to command your 
future, sort entangled beliefs, obtain PEACE.



MAY Key Dates 2019 May 1: MA 20° Gem quincunx SA 20° Cap Rx 
May 1: ME 21° Aries sextile MA 21° Gemini | ME 21° Aries square SA 21° Cap Rx
May 1-3: SA 20° Cap Rx conj SN 20° Cap | oppose NN 20° Cancer
May 1-25: SA 20° Cap Rx oppose SE 20° Cancer-2nd/8th H USA) – early activation
May 1-20: JU 23° Sag Rx semi-sextile PL 23-22° Cap Rx
May 1-22: CH 4° Ari square SE 4° Cap (USA 3rd H/ conj IC, JU, SN)–early activation
May 2: ME 23° Aries square PL 24° Cap Rx | ME 23° Aries trine JU 24° Sag Rx
May 4: New Moon 14° Taurus (6:46 pm) – USA 7th House
May 4-21: Lilith 0-1° Pisces quincunx LE 0:52 Leo (USA 10th/MC MO opp 4th/IC SU)
May 4-5: MA 23° Gem quincunx PL 23° Cap Rx | MA 23° Gem op JU 23° Sag Rx
May 6: ME  enters Taurus 0°
May 7: VE 21° Aries square SA 21° Cap Rx
May 7: MA 24° Gem quincunx LE 24° Cap (USA 2nd/8th H)- early activation
May 8: ME 3° Taurus conjunct UR 3° Taurus | SU 18° Tau sextile NE 18° Pisces
May 9: VE 23° Aries trine JU 23° Sagittarius Rx | VE 23° Aries sq PL 23° Cap Rx
May 11: 1st Quarter Moon  21° Leo (9:12 pm) – sq SU 21° Taurus
May 11: SU 20° Tau trine SA 20° Cap Rx
May 13: SU 23° Tau trine PL 23° Cap Rx
May 14: VE 24° Ari sextile MA 24° Gem | sq/quincx LE 24° Cap (USA 2nd/8th H)
May 15: VE enters Tau 0° | ME 18° Tau sextile NE 18° Pis | MA enters Cancer 0°
May 16: ME 20° Tau trine SA 20° Cap Rx
May 16-18:MA 0-1° Can semi-sextile LE 0:52 Leo (USA 10th/MC MO oppose 4th/IC SU)
May 17-31:NE 18° Pisces trine NN 18° Cancer
May 18: ME 23° Tau trine PL 23° Cap Rx | VE 4° Taurus conjunct UR 4° Taurus
May 18: Full Moon (Blue Moon) 27° Scorpio (5:11 pm) – opp SU 27° Taurus
May 19–31: UR 4° Tau sextile SE 4° Cap (USA 3rd H/ conj IC, JU, SN) – early activation
May 21: SU enters Gem 0° | ME enters Gem 0° | SU 0° Gem conj ME 0° Gem
May 22-23:MA 4° Can sext UR 4° Tau opp/tri SE 4° Cap (USA 3rd H/ conj IC, JU, SN) 
May 26: 3rd Quarter Moon 5° Pisces (12:34 pm) – sq SU 5° Gemini
May 29: SU 8° Gemini square NE 18° Pisces
May 30: VE 19° Tau sextile NE 19° Pisces | ME 21° Gem oppose JU 21° Sag Rx
May 31: VE 20° Tau trine SA 20° Cap Rx | sex/op SE 20° Cancer-2nd/8th H USA)



May 2019
Planetary
Highlights

When and What Do They Mean?



Delay in Growth, to ’Determine’ Life Plan
Jupiter (Rx April 10 - August 11) – 24° Sag » 14° Sag
• A dilemma to resolve in the direction your expertise, goals or 

future is heading in - And what you are sacrificing. Possibly going 
back to school, or solidifying your knowledge and beliefs. A holding 
pattern is in process for you to grow. your ‘internal wisdom’.

Pluto (Rx April 24 – Oct 2/3) – 23° Cap » 20° Cap
Crisis in consciousness – It’s time to have a conversation with your 

soul. Reorientation – looking at your ‘power and authority’ in the 
external world.  Are your efforts inline with your soul inspirations?

Saturn (Rx April 29 – Sept 18) – 20° Cap » 13° Cap
Realization that your ‘reality’, ‘responsibility’ and ‘capacity to deal with 

limits’ is stressing the core of your operation, emotions, home, or 
family. Awareness - internal changes are required – Take the time to 

restructure your foundation and ‘self authority’. Dharma. 

April 10 – Oct 2 , 2019 (JU, SA, PL Retrograde)

3 Planets Retrograde
Mars applying to oppose Jupiter May 5. 2019 –

Culmination of growth and expansion, yet want to take on more! 
Careful not to be overbearing - or to overextend yourself. Could be successful.



Saturn in Capricorn
Dec 21, 2017 – Dec 17, 2020 (3 years)

Saturn is Time • Teacher • Limitation • Karma 
• It tests us every step of our lives. The law of cause and effect.
• “For every action there is an equal but opposite reaction.”
• Saturn helps to align our actions and teaches us how to be 

accountable in an area of life. We get what we deserve.

Saturn in Capricorn: Brings in a change of focus from 
Building Goals to ”The Responsibility of Them”
• A strong will and ability to build structures and having the maturity and 

discipline to maintain them.

The Harvest: 2017-2020
‘Being the Authority’ instead of ‘Seeking To Be the Authority’.
A time of an empowered sense of accountability focused on being practical 
with our sense of responsibility and authority. 
• We may gain many responsibilities in these years. 
• A time for all of us to experience the consequences of the preparations we 

have been making for the last 20-24 years. (1995-1999)
• A time to be more cautious, conservative; reserved and dutiful.



Release Fears - Build New Foundation
April 22- May 3rd (May 25th) and beyond 
• Overemphasis on your reputation, career, ‘time’ responsibilities 

of the past – realizing the need to ‘let go of outdated patterns’ 
• Rebuild, integrate, and balance ‘emotional’ foundation within 

self, home, family structures for ‘your future security’
• Your attention is on ‘respect’, how you are seen as a figurehead is 

changing. Rebranding your ‘public image’ - looking at your authority, 
accountability and dignity. Change the way you carry the weight…

• Release fears, conservative limitations or old professional alliances 
or duties that have been sources of respect in the past 

• Focus on ‘feelings’, ‘stewardship’ and ‘going with the flow’ - with 
the public or family ‘needs’, vs ‘enforcing strong hand of authority’.

• Bring balance of NEW experiences, intuition, sensitivity, or protective 
public appeal into your career or public image. 

• Your karma is public, for all to see. Rewards in career, professional 
accomplishments along with great responsibilities vs public disgrace.

Past Responsibilities 
Nodes in Can/Cap opp/conj with Saturn 20° Cap
Letting go of old structures to rebuild a NEW core operation



Saturn 20° Capricorn
April 5 – April 29th | RX: April 29 – May 25th | Dec 20 – Dec 28th, 2019 

Dec 26, 2019: Solar Eclipse 4° Capricorn – 3rd H – USA 
Jan 10, 2020: Lunar Eclipse 20° Cancer – 2nd H – (op 8th H conj ME, SA, PL ) USA 

Theme: this family of eclipses brings in 
• Sudden endings of associations or of a relationship, possibly with a 

younger person.
• A large emotional component. 
• A sense of traumatic transformation, possibly through news received or 

short journeys undertaken.

Mars activates its expression early as of June 16-17, 2019 as it conjuncts (20° Cancer, 
along with a full moon) – until it’s full awareness/opposition in March 17, of 2020.

Note> this eclipse is a repeat and the result of what was activated with the 
Solar Eclipse of July 13, 2018 (20:41° Cancer) | Oppose Pluto 20° Cap

Pluto RX – Direct 20° Cap: August 25 - Nov 10, 2019 = Final decision has been made: 
Release of conservative ‘patriarch’ old methods of your identities expression. New 
‘soul empowered feminine ‘protective stewardship’ called into expression via full 
force. Death of old ways.

Repetition – repeating/expanding upon eclipse 18 years ago…or same Saros Series: 
• Dec 14, 2001 / Dec 30, 2001: United States September 11, 2001 Terrorist Attacks:
• Nov 1, 1929 / Nov 17, 1929:   United States -- Wall Street Crash 

Saros Series 3 South
Started August 13, 1208 (South Pole) 

Ends Sept 17, 2452 (North Pole)



Saturn 20° Capricorn
April 5 – April 29th | RX: April 29 – May 25th | Dec 20 – Dec 28th, 2019 

Others have control of YOUR communication, commerce and network 
distribution - fortunate for relations and partner’s goals – NOT for your self means.

Reset. Life vs death. The future of the divine ‘feminine’ aligns with life, fighting 
against much ‘masculine – good ole’ boys’ opposition from others.

Self-empowerment and pulling strings behind the scenes. Power and control is in 
other’s hands - relying on other’s resources, not yours. Secret whispers, alliances 
with ‘mafia’, underworld, ‘unacceptable or alternative ones’ hold the power. 

Battle and release of abundant relationships/partners and wealth. 
Taking a stand against all odds and trusting in ‘your intuition’ and core values.

Much change and awareness on your own resources and protection of them. 
Your valuables, your family, your community, your communications and commerce.

Other’s may have violated your resources. A possible focus on endings, death, 
doctors, darkness vs rejuvenation, life, light and new beginnings of authority.

Will need to focus on ‘your own resources’, finances, and family.
Friends, loved ones and employers/work may not be available to help. 

Saros Series 3 South
Started August 13, 1208 (South Pole) 

Ends Sept 17, 2452 (North Pole)



Neptune in Pisces
April 5, 2011 – January 27, 2026 (14.75 yr)

To Merge. To Dissolve Differences. To Experience 
Unity with a Greater Whole.
To commit to an ideal and work toward its realization
• Reflects humanity’s entrance into new dimensions of reality.
• Spirituality, Meditation, Exploration of the Unknown or Unconscious World.
• Empathy and compassion towards global suffering and sacrifice.
• Universal peace, love and beauty – Stimulates heightened artistry, intuition 

and music - in symphony with the cosmos. 

Main Theme of Neptune sextile Saturn 
Ability to achieve balance between your material and your 
spiritual needs 
• Saturn provides the necessary ‘reality principle’ and ‘boundaries’ to 

Neptune’s confusion and illusiveness. 
• The practical dreamer; Vision and dreams can begin to take form.
• A time of serious thought; may achieve great breakthroughs in 

understanding. 
• May work to further your ideals (spiritual or charitable organizations):

Strong support from Saturn all year (w/i 3° orb). 



Transcend Outdated Patterns with Ease.
Neptune dissolving past fears, limitations and controls in Pisces
• It’s time to make the transition from caterpillar into butterfly this 

year. Make the SHIFT from EGO into SOUL Authority!
• Healing: Redefining your root chakra with ‘new vision’ - laying a new 

foundation with mastery…dismissing false beliefs…claim your dream.

• Open – expand – trust your intuition. It will take trust to align to 
the new reality. Align to your higher purpose – for the greater good. 
Accept the new flow of ‘unity’ energy.

• Ignore and let go of the patterns of the past. Let go of the ‘old 
paradigms’ (You will not be fulfilled –serving the lower self – ego)

• Heightened awakenings to new relationships of healing the ‘self’.
Releasing those that are not ‘honoring your authenticity’. 
No more guilt trips.

• New experiences, new windows, new pathways to your soul.

May 17 – June 2 | August 16-18 (trine NN 17° Can)
(May – Sept within 1° orb)

2019 Look Ahead
Nodes in Cancer/Capricorn – trine with Neptune May  17 - June 2, 2019 –

Easily allowing Unity to Dissolve the Differences – for future outcome of your plans.



Neptune in Pisces
April 5, 2011 – January 27, 2026 (14.75 yr)

Main Theme of Neptune sextile Pluto  (All Year – 4-7° orb)
During these times many aspects of the life you have known will pass out of 
existence, leaving you in a position to make a new start at a new level … 
and see growing possibilities.
• Beliefs and opinions you have held all your life may prove to be invalid at this time. 

It is an opportunity to clear away the dead or broken ideas in your brain and start over 
again. Heal, Renew, Rebirth.

The old structures will no longer produce the same results.

New intuition will bring in new pathways.

Bridging the ‘learned’ wisdom from past into the new reality of the ‘present’ 
will completely change who you have known yourself to be up to this point.



Venus in Aries
April 20 - May 14th, 2019 (24 days)

Interactions and joint relations with others at this time, 
will be though seeking excitement, adventure or passion and romance.

To attract people or things that you love or value

Possible Difficulties: 
• Being ‘independent’ and ‘self-

aware’ within relationships 
Energy at this time may be focused 
on confident independence, 
increased sexual drive and 
autonomy of personal desires.

• Being assertive, competitive, and 
self-oriented.

• The energy of Venus in Aries has a 
hard time ‘bonding’ in relationships

• People will be more bold, direct, 
quick-tempered, and decisive at 
this time.

A Good Time For: 
• The energy of pioneering ‘new 

beginnings’ with your resources 
- investing your personal assets, 
talents, earning capacity, financial 
matters, acquisitions, purchases. 

• A determined, courageous 
energy for ‘giving birth’ to love. 
To act upon your hearts desires for 
love relations, marriage or children. 

• Initiating innovative and daring 
expressions in entertainment and 
the arts, via harmony and beauty: 
through food, aesthetics, decor, 
balance, symmetry, or melody.



Venus in Taurus
May 15– June 7, 2019

Possible Difficulties: 
• Overindulgence of the senses.
• Laziness; abhorance of hard work.
• Many lovers. Arousing affections in 

others or social urges to interact via 
‘ideals’ they want to see. 

• Being materialistic: You want more! 
Money, valuables, and possessions 

• are the key focus for relationship.
• Being possessive, or over-cautious.
• Energy at this time may be focused on 

being too security-oriented and 
smothering.

• Being stubborn or stuck in a rut.
• You want what you want and will not 

move forward until you get it.

Interactions and joint relations with others at this time, 
will be though seeking sensuality, practicality, comfort and stability.

To attract people or things that you love or value

A Good Time For: Alluring Partners
• Using your personal magnetism to 

attract what your desire: sensual 
pleasure, ‘things’, money, ‘good life’.

• Harmonizing YOUR assets, renew 
life or create ‘value’ to them for 
other people or situations to desire 
trusted relationship with you.

• Cultivating beauty through the 
arts and social graces. Refined 
aesthetic sense through artistry, 
music, food, aesthetics, decor. 

• Creating form and balance in life, 
healing and uplifting your soul.
through appreciation, love, stability, 
dependability and loyalty.



Venus Key Dates
May 2019

May 7:
VE 21° Aries square SA 21° Cap Rx

May 9:
VE 23° Aries trine JU 23° Sagittarius Rx 
| VE 23° Aries sq PL 23° Cap Rx

May 14:
VE 24° Ari sextile MA 24° Gem | sq/quincx LE 24°
Cap (USA 2nd/8th H)

May 18:
VE 4° Taurus conjunct UR 4° Taurus

May 30:
VE 19° Tau sextile NE 19° Pisces | ME 21° Gem 
oppose JU 21° Sag Rx

May 31: 
VE 20° Tau trine SA 20° Cap Rx | sex/op SE 20°
Cancer-2nd/8th H USA)



Mercury in Aries
April 17– May 5, 2019 (19 days)

A Good Time To Get What You Want.

• Your focus and attention is on 
Expressing YOUR Point of View
Determined speaking, writing, and 
delivery of your ideas to others.

• Mentally Alert and Quick-witted.
An Impulsive, Clear Mind. 
A good time to start, develop and 
accomplish mental projects 

• Getting negotiations or contract 
discussions on the table
To take charge and address ‘issues’

To think, speak, learn and reason with agility.
An emphasis on acquiring knowledge, formulating concepts, and 
communicating them to others in an Inspiring and Independent way.

Possible Difficulties: 

• Constantly changing focus –
May tend to jump from issue to issue. 

Increased nervousness or anxiety. 
Involving Brain, Breathing, Circulation, 
Coordination, Eyesight, Hands, 
Memory and/or Voice Activity.

• Spontaneous travel, commerce, or 
impulsive community interactions 
Involving agencies, agreements, 
buying and selling, conferences, 
distribution, or public speaking. 



Mercury in Taurus
May 6 – 20, 2019 (15 days)

A Time for Flexibility, Growth, Money.

• Acquiring knowledge, organizing 
and cultivating your finances, 
assets, stocks or loans. 
Determined speaking, writing, and 
distribution of information to others.

• Mentally ’planting seeds with 
substance and practicality’. 
A good time to work through logic. 
Persevere buying/selling or contracts

• Announcements or short journeys 
for love, romance, artistry, beauty 
birth, entertainment or agriculture.

To think, speak, learn and reason with stability.
An emphasis on acquiring knowledge, formulating concepts, and 
communicating them to others in a tangible and value-driven way.

Possible Difficulties: 

• Stubborn, sluggish, non-committal. 
Indecisive - not moving forward.

• Superficial appreciation. Shallow 
partnerships, affections or teamwork.

• Overspending on travel, commerce, 
learning or desired interactions 
Involving social affairs, aesthetics, 
amusements, gardens, vacations, 
dining, clothing, communication 
materials, conferences, automobiles.



Mercury in Gemini
Is in its highest potency. Mercury is at home, functioning at full speed,

May 21 – June 3 , 2019 (14 days)

To think, speak, learn and reason with fluency.
An emphasis on acquiring knowledge, formulating concepts, and 
communicating them to others in a logical and theoretical way.

Possible Difficulties: 

• Overly abstract or overly-
intellectualizing. Indecisive –
confusion -too much information.

• Superficial Communication. Shallow 
agreements, Gossip or interruptions.

• Over-extended or scattered energy on 
travel, commerce, education or 
multiple interactions Involving social 
affairs, advertising, printing, mailing, 
communication materials, air travel, 
automobiles, transportation.

A Time for flexibility and mental agility.

• Acquiring knowledge, organizing 
data collected, recording transactions, 
or connecting the dots. 
Determined speaking, writing, and 
distribution of information to others.

• Mentally ’adapting or learning from or 
teaching others’ … concentration. 
A good time to work through logic. 

• Articulate with charm and candor. 
Negotiate buying/selling or contracts

• Announcements, short journeys, travel 
conferences, public speaking, computers



Mercury Moving Fast
Through 3 Signs This Month

May 1:
ME 21° Aries sextile MA 21° Gemini | 
ME 21° Aries square SA 21° Cap Rx

May 2:
ME 23° Aries square PL 24° Cap Rx | 
ME 23° Aries trine JU 24° Sag Rx

May 8:
ME 3° Taurus conjunct UR 3° Taurus | SU 18° Tau 
sextile NE 18° Pisces

May 15-16:
ME 18° Tau sextile NE 18° Pis | May 16: ME 20°
Tau trine SA 20° Cap Rx

May 18:
ME 23° Tau trine PL 23° Cap Rx

May 30: 
ME 21° Gem oppose JU 21° Sag Rx



Mars in Gemini
March 31 – May 15, 2019

Personal drive, energy, sexuality or aggression 
toward pursuing your wants and desires
to communicate with and learn from others.

A Good Time For: Networking, Connecting, Gathering Facts and Details.
• Spontaneous action to understand through education, learning, or travel.

• Flexible logic toward everyday communications negotiating, schedules.

• Teaching community sales, presentations, guidance - ‘your approach’

• Promoting yourself, through writing, speaking, sharing what you ‘think’.
• Purposeful whit and charm, acting on hunches or social curiosity.

• Action to strengthen mental intelligence or answer inquisitiveness.  

• Competitive aggression toward commerce, trade, transportation, logic, 

transactions, records. Military action. Cut obligations of service or labor.

• Vigorous work routines, reorientation of diet, health, hygiene, passion.
• Superficial • Gossip • Scattered • Indecisive • Nervous • Fickle • Nosy



Mars in Cancer
In the sign of Cancer, Mars is in fall and thus in its lowest potency.

May 15, - July 1, 2019

Personal drive, energy, sexuality or defense toward 
pursuing your wants and desires

to initiate emotional and soul action – give and 
receive warmth and security.

A Good Time For: Cleaning/Organizing Home or Your Own Mind, Strong 
Psychic Powers, Water Activities, Hospitality, Food, 
Protection of Family Traditions, Land or Property.

• May experience great effort into achieving goals at this time,
Productivity of ‘doing’ may be tricky to find expression.

• Indirect actions and decisions towards life problems and changes.

• Stressful energy, for you may ‘feel’ emotionally pulled between two different 
circumstances. Conflict between the need to act and the insecurity of 
feeling powerless to perform the wanted action. 

• May be defensive – always at alert – stance. Passive-aggressive behavior.

• Emotional anger, overly protective of core - ‘self, psychological foundation’ 



Mars Key Dates
May 2019

May 1:
MA 20° Gem quincunx SA 20° Cap Rx 

May 4-5:
MA 23° Gem quincunx PL 23° Cap Rx | 
MA 23° Gem op JU 23° Sag Rx

May 7:
MA 24° Gem quincunx LE 24° Cap (USA 2nd/8th

H)- early activation

May 15-18:
MA enters Cancer 0° (In Fall - Emotional Stress)
May 16: ME 20° Tau trine SA 20° Cap Rx
May 16-18:MA 0-1° Can semi-sextile LE 0:52 
Leo (USA 10th/MC MO oppose 4th/IC SU)

May 22-23:
MA 4° Can sext UR 4° Tau opp/tri SE 4° Cap
(USA 3rd H/ conj IC, JU, SN)



Thank You!



Pluto in Capricorn
January 2008 – January 2024 (16 years)

Learning to Own Your Authority and Control Your Power, 
Consciously in the Outer World.
Making Slow, Fundamental Changes at the Core Level:
• Collectively we will be ‘purging’ what no longer works (or is 

broken), with our structures of ‘Authority and Control’ in the 
outer world, leaving a ‘socially conditioned’ past behind. 

Bringing What is Buried Up to the Light of Day 
Through Reconstruction, Organization and Social 
Accomplishment – and Letting Go of ‘old control patterns’.
• We will all be letting go of the authority and power of

‘Who We Thought We Were’. 
• This will bring in a rediscovery of our ‘Natural Instincts” 

and unlock the door for our ‘Buried Inner Power’ or 
‘True Selves’ to be reborn.

These years will involve events dealing with control, empowerment, 
domination, devastation, death – regeneration and rebirth in an area 
of your life.



Pluto in Capricorn 
January 2008 – January 2024 (16 years)

Pluto gives you either the power to achieve your life goals or it may alter your 
life direction to find the insight of what your goals truly are.

This will bring out your power that has been unseen, 
invisible, and has been kept hidden.

• You may undergo intense transformative experiences in your life; 
through your work and accomplishments.

• Radical transformations of ‘power’ will be experienced.
• People or events will change and transform your life.
• You may try to take ruthless control of everything as loss is experienced.
• Both destructive and creative forces may erupt in this process. 
• Ultimately, you may feel like you have become a different person.

• A slow, responsible transformation of your authority has been in the process of taking place –
letting go of the attachment to your identity ‘that you thought you were’. 



Leading to inevitable changes coming about by January of 2020
(every 33 years: PL con SA) ie: Christ died on the cross at 33.

• Resistance to inevitable transformation
• Trying to hold onto something vs energies trying to make you 

give up
• Better to surrender – holding on will delay the inevitable

Psychological transformation of your ‘armor-like’ patterns
• A potential lesson of this time - Vulnerability and Humbleness
• Prepare for scarcity - Money, possessions, relationships or other 

values may be taken at this time.
• Learn to get along with as little as possible 
• Change your lifestyle so you don’t need as many resources 

and you don’t have to be as dependent on others.



Path of Spiritual Focus 
November 6, 2018 – May 5, 2020 (19 mo.)

Moons Nodes (+ Eclipses) in Cancer/Capricorn

As a humanity will be working on balancing our overemphasis of 
excessive ambition and being too focused on social accomplishments 

by learning how to develop ‘feelings’ and 
learning to unconditionally accept ourselves and our 
feelings for security. To allow ourselves to be vulnerable 
and not to loose our sovereignty for humanity by getting 
lost in excessive ambition.

Ultimately focusing on the protection of our families, our heritage, homeland, 
and planetary foundation - realizing that ‘all is one’. 



Mercury in Pisces
Feb 10th – March 5 – 29 Rx (29°–16° Pis) - April 16th 2019 - 65 days/2 mo in Pis – (normally 18 days)

Mercury is in detriment and fall in Pisces, having low potency and greatly 
OBSTRUCTED in it’s manifestation of acquiring knowledge, formulating 
concepts, and communicating them to others within ‘stable reality’. 
However it can be great for expressing Intuition and Imagination when
applied towards poetry and the arts.

A Good Time For: Trusting your intuition. Creating your vision.
• Adaptable, like a chameleon, able to take on many roles.
• A time to be easily ‘tuned in’ to the spiritual world or emotional currents.
• Veils are thin to unseen worlds of the heart and imagination.
• Artistic expressions, music, poetry, dance, creativity flourish at this time.
• Compassionate or self-sacrificing endeavors for charity or good will.
• Establishing a daily routine to keep yourself grounded and on task.

Possible Difficulties: 
• You may tend martyr yourself for others, and be easily taken advantage of if 

you do not set and keep strong boundaries in place.
• You may tend to take on other people’s problems and loose your sense of 

self or separateness in situations.
• May be vague and not clear in communications.
• May be more prone to escapism through addictions or personal dramas.



Mercury Direct
Feb 10th – March 5 – 29 Rx (29°–16° Pis) – March 29 - April 16th 2019 - 65 days/2 mo in Pis – (normally 18 days)

Your Out of the Retrograde!
You’ve had time to process confusion and unclear thinking…
- low confidence for you were in ‘unfamiliar waters’

You’ve had time to stop and smell the roses – for you were “on
the threshold” of loosing, ending or releasing something…

• Support may have come in from established or powerful authorities from the past. 
• Offers of potential increases of something YOU value: ie money, love, fertility, 
security, comforts, the good life.

You’ve had time to isolate, research, think, write and express hidden ideas & 
feelings –
- Let your intuition, imagination and artistry flow. 
- Get in touch with your ‘inner psyche’, the mysteries, occult or spiritual philosophy.

Have you listened to your ‘inner’ self. Are your goals in alignment with your soul. 
Are you now at peace with the direction you are headed?



April 2-3 
Secrets Revealed
ME conjunct NE 17° Pisces

Hidden ideas and feelings expressed.
Great for artistic endeavors, heightened sensitivity to understanding ‘mysteries.’
However not ideal for people to understand your words, details, plans or logic. 
Dreams and Imagination vs illusion of fantasy? Unclear and confused thinking –

in the air. May be easily lied to or mislead by another.

April 12 
Discovery of hidden information challenges your beliefs for future expansion. 

ME 24° Pisces square JU  24° Sag (then JU turns retrograde

Hidden thoughts create considerable confusion. Hopeless misunderstandings.
Easy to idealize persons or situations. Difficulty in relating to world of reality.

Temped to hold back or distort truth to avoid confrontation.
However strive to consciously keep thinking clear, factual and honest.

Be careful in business negotiations, for may be easily mislead by another.



By April 16, 2019:

• A decision on future dreams can begin moving 
forward with better clarity and confidence 

• You  may have adapted emotionally with ‘soul’ learning.
• You may have rearranged the direction or the plan for 

YOUR ASPIRATIONS FOR EXPANSION + GROWTH
• You should be able to trust your decision and 

communicate your logic with confidence for you 
have unified your plan through advice, wisdom and 
intuition. 

You will know what you want, can negotiate to get it... And begin to 
move forward with your plans in the area of life Mercury is transiting. 

Mercury Direct in Pisces
Feb 10th – March 5 – 29 Rx (29°–16° Pis) – March 29 - April 16th 2019 - 65 days/2 mo in Pis – (normally 18 days)



Reality Shift Into a New Paradigm
Mar 30 – Apr 5, 2019 (to May 25th) and beyond 

Events at this time:
A regeneration of the basic structure of your life
Reorientation of your life path – Bringing in a ‘Crisis 
in Consciousness’
Permanently changing our unconscious psyches - at the core level

• Complete understanding that you need to let go of individual 
freedoms to focus on building stability of income, assets, love, 
or value of the enterprise you created. (SN 23° Cap conj PL 23° Cap)

• Intense restructuring of both your home/family and public life 
commitments. Duties of the past are calling - your reputation is on 
the line - your focus is on the security of the core operation –
‘which IS your future’. (SA 20° Cap oppose SE/LE 20° Can 2018-20)

• Great changes in public image and authority – letting go of the 
‘false mask’ and letting your true ‘soul power’ out the box for all to 
see. Standing in your power and owning it. 

Inevitable Transformation
Nodes in Can/Cap opposition/conjunction with Pluto 23° Cap

‘Path of fate - Letting go to lay a NEW foundation’–



Release Fears - Build New Foundation
April 22- May 3rd (May 25th) and beyond 

• Overemphasis on your reputation, career, ‘time’ responsibilities 
of the past – realizing the need to ‘let go of outdated patterns’ 

• Rebuild, integrate, and balance ‘emotional’ foundation within 
self, home, family structures for ‘your future security’

• Your attention is on ‘respect’, how you are seen as a figurehead is 
changing. Rebranding your ‘public image’ - looking at your authority, 
accountability and dignity. Change the way you carry the weight…

• Release fears, conservative limitations or old professional alliances 
or duties that have been sources of respect in the past 

• Focus on ‘feelings’, ‘stewardship’ and ‘going with the flow’ - with 
the public or family ‘needs’, vs ‘enforcing strong hand of authority’.

• Bring balance of NEW experiences, intuition, sensitivity, or protective 
public appeal into your career or public image. 

• Your karma is public, for all to see. Rewards in career, professional 
accomplishments along with great responsibilities vs public disgrace.

Past Responsibilities 
Nodes in Can/Cap opposition/conjunction with Saturn 20° Cap
Letting go of old structures to rebuild a NEW core operation –



Delay in Growth, to ’Determine’ Life Plan
Jupiter (Rx April 10 - August 11) – 24° Sag » 14° Sag
• A dilemma to resolve in the direction your expertise, goals or 

future is heading in - And what you are sacrificing. Possibly going 
back to school, or solidifying your knowledge and beliefs. A holding 
pattern is in process for you to grow. your ‘internal wisdom’.

Pluto (Rx April 24 – Oct 2/3) – 23° Cap » 20° Cap
Crisis in consciousness – It’s time to have a conversation with your 

soul. Reorientation – looking at your ‘power and authority’ in the 
external world.  Are your efforts inline with your soul inspirations?

Saturn (Rx April 29 – Sept 18) – 20° Cap » 13° Cap
Realization that your ‘reality’, ‘responsibility’ and ‘capacity to deal with 

limits’ is stressing the core of your operation, emotions, home, or 
family. Awareness - internal changes are required – Take the time to 

restructure your foundation and ‘self authority’. Dharma. 

April 10 – Oct 2 , 2019 (JU, SA, PL Retrograde)

April Retrogrades
Mars applying to oppose Jupiter May 5. 2019 –

Culmination of growth and expansion, yet want to take on more! 
Careful not to be overbearing - or to overextend yourself. Could be successful.



Lunar Eclipse

The July 12, 2018 eclipse will be in effect for the 
next 2 full years… and beyond

honoring your expression of authority in the house 
that Capricorn is in your natal chart.

• Intensity established with the direct 
impact/opposition with Pluto now

• Saturn will intensify your ‘dharma’ and 
responsibility as it approaches Pluto
conjunction in January of 2020.

• Then it will be eclipsed again.

January 10th , 2020
20° Cancer


